































replace   a   computer   every   three   years,   a   new  version   of   a   standard   operating   system   is 




From distribution to preservation of digital documents 
Ensuring   the   preservation   of   digital   documents   therefore   now  means   choosing   between 







since   in   three   years’   time   migration   will   be   necessary.   The   technical/commercial   life 
expectancy is shorter than the physical life expectancy.
Two other  problems should  be  emphasized.  The  first   is  knowing what   to  migrate   to   ­  a 
decision that cannot be automated. Errors in this respect can give rise to many unnecessary 
and   costly  migration   operations.   The   second   is   simply   to   guarantee,   during   successive 




































































• medium   term:   access   to   data   is   assured   thanks   to   the   implementation   of   an 
organisation responsible for migrations or other operations;
• long term: from the moment at which this organisation no longer exists, we return to 
the   physical   life   expectancy   of   the   consultation   chain   resulting   from   the   latest 
migration.
Once we are aware that digital data is not autonomous in terms of preservation and that it 
must   be   managed   (hyperactive   storage),   it   is   possible   to   guarantee   its   medium   term 





























of   the  page.  Draw me a circle  of   radius  1   in   the middle  of  an A4 page.  Of course,   the 
equations involved in drawing a letter are more complicated than for a circle, but the principle 
is the same.












the   text,   in   the   form  of   code   (ASCII,   ISO8859,   etc.)   has   disappeared   and   the   files   are 
voluminous. 













programmer   has   more   freedom.   In   the   final   analysis   a   source   file   contains   very   little 
information   in   terms   of   the   expected   result,   it   is   the   task   of   the   software   to  make   the 
difference. 
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The problem arises from the fact that for these formats very high level commands are used. 
What does a tag <h1> signify? The link between a tag and the graphic output is completely 





























Can  a  document  be   limited   to   its   text  and   its   structure   expressed   in  command   form? A 









































XML - a lasting format, and the software?
What signifies that the XML format is lasting, and is that really the case?
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therefore  a  prisoner  of   the  entity   that  knows  the  format  and can  write   the  corresponding 
software. That said, a format specification cannot replace available software, whether because 
of specifications that may be incomplete and the new software not fully compatible with the 



















protection of XML compliance can give rise  to problems. For example,   in  the domain of 
sound and musical  scores,  music and XML,  there  are  currently  no  less   than 18 different 




conversion from LaTeX to HTML (HeVeA, TeX4ht,  Tralics,  etc.),  we take a  look at   the 
situation. Here is a simplified description of how these tools work.















its format. Effectively there is not much difference between  \title{My title}  and  <title>My 
title</title>.   The   advantages   of   LaTeX   lie   in   the  many   features   of   the   software.  And 
changing format also means changing software. 
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are   not   known  pose   a   problem,   resolving   questions  of   formalism  will   not   solve   all   the 
problems. It is important to remember the importance of hardware and software aspects in 
respect of preservation of digital documents. 
Today we must  not  think  too much  in  terms of  everlasting  formats.  The formats  are  not 
everlasting, neither is the software, still less the hardware. But we must think in terms of file 
migration and hardware migration, as well as conversion of formats. The difficulties involved 
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